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Abstract
The IEEE 802.16-2004 standard contains the
wireless MAN (WMAN) air interface specification. WMAN has
become a major part of the emerging broadband wireless access
technology particularly since it accounts for differentiated traffic
classes (TCs). Differentiated traffic is immediately associated
with Quality of Service (QoS) and this then becomes the
objective of many WMAN studies. Since it is unrealistic to
experiment with a real WMAN, the obvious alternative is
to model its performance. Our objective is thus to develop
a WMAN Base Station (BS) and Subscriber Station (SS)
simulation model operating in the point-to-multipoint (PMP)
architecture mode. As important as the simulation itself is a
model representing the load or traffic. In this document we
report on an IEEE 802.16 synthetic Workload Model (WLM)
with a WLM Generator (WLG) and associated generators (TGs)
that represent and generate internet traffic. Underlying the WLM
is a Markov Modulated Arrival Process (MMBP) to combine the
various WLGs.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In Figure 1 from [22], represents a typical structure for a
WMAN designed to provide broadband wireless access over a
metropolitan area. The WMAN standard defines a base station
(BS) for serving multiple subscriber station (SSs). Within a
SS (e.g., building, house, small campus, etc.), a large number
of end users with different broadband access requirements can
be present. An SS sends wireless traffic to a single BS using
either Time Division Duplexing (TDD) or Frequency DDivision
Duplexing (FDD). Users can access the network with conventional office networks such as, Ethernet (IEEE Standard 802.3)
or wireless LANs (IEEE Standard 802.11) for data and video,
or convention phone lines for voice. Two types of architecture
are supported by the IEEE 802.16 standard.
1) A Point to Multipoint (PMP) architecture where a BS
connects to an internet gateway and each SS connects
only to the BS and not to one another.
2) A Point to Point Mesh (PTP) architecture where each SS
connects not only to the BS but also to each other but
not necessary every other SS. Therefore, certain SSs may
also perform some of the functions of the BS in the Mesh
architecture.
Our research work in this paper only focus on the PMP
architecture of the WMAN standard using TDD.
IEEE 802.16 defines four types of traffic classes (TCs) to represent internet traffic, typically HTML, VoIP, Video Streaming,
P2P and FTP in wireless networks:

Fig. 1.

A typical WMAN structure from [22]

1) Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS) is designed to support
real-time, with strict delay requirements. These are applications that generate fixed-size data packets on a periodic
basis, such as T1/E1 and Voice over IP.
2) Real-time Polling Service (rtPS) is designed to support
real-time applications with less stringent delay requirements that generate variable size data packets on a periodic basis, such as moving pictures experts group (MPEG)
streaming video.
3) Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS) is designed to
support delay-tolerant, with minimum rate requirement
data streams that with variable-sized data packets, such
as FTP.
4) Best Effort (BE) is designed to support data streams
for which no minimum transmission rate is required and
therefore may be handled on a space-available basis, such
as HTTP.
5) Extended real-time variable rate (ertPS), which was added
in 802.16e-2005 (or Mobile-WiMAX), that supports realtime applications where the applications require guaranteed data rate and delay. This service is for applications
that would typically, in 802.16-2004, subscribe to the rtPS
service even though they may behave similarly to UGS
traffic at times, such as VoIP with silence suppression.
Before describing the WMAX synthetic Workload Model,
the topic of this report, we first describe a WMAN BS and
SS simulation model operating in PMP mode. A model of
any system, such as that in Figure 2, can be described by the
framework shown in Figure 3. The system is composed of an
actual workload and an actual machine. The actual workload
is the traffic load that the actual machine, the WMAN, is
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Fig. 2.

The WMAN PMP architecture of the model

The WLM generates traffic for various different types of
TCs, such as web traffic (HTML), Voice over IP (VoIP),
streaming video (MPEG), etc. Each traffic class generation
process is modelled independently by a suitable mathematical
workload model, which we term the traffic model (TM). The
model that represents the dynamic generation process, switching
between the various TMs, i.e. the WLM, is a Markov Modulated
Bernoulli Process (MMBP).
In order to develop the WLM, we followed the following
steps: We
1) Isolated those traffic types which constitute, say, 95% of
internet traffic, namely VoIP, Real TimeVideo Streaming,
HTML and P2P.
2) Investigated models in terms of inter-arrival time and
packet size distribution (eg Poisson, Exponential, Weibull,
etc.) found in the literature for each traffic type.
3) Designed and implemented the MMBP WLM generator
in Java.
4) Designed and implemented the TM generator for each
traffic type we identified.
In the remainder of the report, in Section II we present the
MMBP workload model (MMBP WLM) necessary to realize
our WLM and the interface with the design and implementation
respectively. Section III briefly explains the TG that we have
chosen, emphasizing the packet level model used to realize
the WLM. Finally, Section IV shows, for each internet traffic
modeled by the Traffic Model (TM), the corresponding design
and implementation.
II. W ORKLOAD MODEL (WLM)

Fig. 3.

Modelling framework

Workload in the internet is normally generated by an individual or user in the first case. The user has a certain behaviour
which, in the case of interactive video for instance, generates
IP traffic of a very different nature and QoS requirement than,
say a P2P user. Should the user behaviour be part of the WLM
or nor? In the case of P2P it makes no sense, in the case of say
an internet browser, it does, as we shall see.
A. MMBP arrival process

subjected to. The actual machine are the hardware and software
components of the system. A model of the system, that is, an
abstraction of the System to be modelled, therefore consists of
an abstraction of both the actual workload, called the workload
model (WLM), and the actual machine, call the machine model
(MM).
The workload model can be an analytic abstraction of the
actual workload, and the machine model an analytic, simulation
or test network abstraction of the actual machine. In this
document we develop an IEEE 802.16 synthetic workload model
along the lines of the proposals by Lourens [21] where he
defined a mathematical structure and its set of parameters, that
is used to generate a representative traffic load for some system.
The WLM accommodates various traffic type generators
by allowing the independent development of different packetlevel traffic models (TMs) and associated traffic generators
(TGs), merging these stochastically using a Markov Modulated
Bernoulli Process (MMBP).

The WLM uses a Markov Modulated Bernoulli (arrival)
Process (MMBP) shown in Figure 4. This figure describes
the general scenario of some system actor requesting the next
packet information from the WLM. Each state has a different
TM, depending on the traffic type and a corresponding traffic
generator (TG). The information required are the key traffic
features identified. These are the distribution of the
1) inter-arrival time (IAT), the time between successive arrivals, and
2) IP packet size.
An implementation of the MMBP requires that we know
1) the IAT and size distributions and parameters for the
corresponding traffic type, and
2) the transition probability matrix.
Given measured traffic, there are well-known techniques as,
for instance, described by Lindemann[5] to determine the state
vector π and the transition probability matrix P in the discrete
time MMBP case. Measured traffic datasets are available on the
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Fig. 4.

Scenario of a system actor using the WLM

internet, for example from the UNC/FORTH Archive of Wireless
Traces, Models, and Tools[20] and the Community Resource for
Archiving Wireless Data At Dartmouth (CRAWDAD)[13].
These traces, however, seldom differentiate between traffic
types for the simple reason that, for P2P traffic various port
numbers can be used and one can therefore not classify the
traffic on port number, the only information in an IP packet to
do so. There are other techniques, such as clustering discussed
by Symington [19] for differentiating between traffic profiles,
but not reliably by traffic class.
For this reasons described above, we did not use traffic measurements for the WLM reported here, although it is designed
such that if such data were to become available, these can be
used. We used state vector π where the value of each state
πi , i = 1, 4, representing internet browsing, VoIP, P2P and
interactive video, respectively was indeed from P
internet traffic
4
measurements [15], but P was derived from
i=1 πi = 1,
P4
π
=
1∀i
and
solving
πP
=
π
symbolically
for the
ij
j=1
remaining parameters. The code is listed in the Appendix B.

Fig. 5. Overview of the WLM design showing the translation from MMBP to
WLM generator, extending the WLM Generator and showing the Traffic Model
interface design

B. WLM Design
In designing the WLG and the WLM interface with the user,
the Machine Model (MM, refer Figure 3), we consider three
design stages, as shown in Figure 5. In the first stage, we define
the MMBP in terms of its components (nouns) and capabilities
(verbs). The MMBP entity is then, in Stage 2, translated into
the WLG entity where nouns are translated into entity attributes
and verbs into behaviours. The MMBP entity is also extended
to include the behaviour specific to workload generation. An
interface between the WLM and generic TM is a component of
the WLM necessary for the ensuring the WLM is modular and
extensible. In Stage 3, the generalised traffic Model behaviour is
identified and related to the WLG behaviour in order to define
the WLM interface. The various TGs need only inherit from
the traffic Model entity and overwrite the desired methods to
be included in the WLG. In order for the WLM generator to be
general, it must be
– modular, accommodating easy and effective TM integration, and
– extensible, in that it allows the integration of multiple
traffic models and the related TG.
In designing the WLG and the WLM interface, we consider
three design stages, as shown in Figure 5. First, in Stage 1,
we define the MMBP in terms of its components (nouns) and

Fig. 6.

MMBP WLM Generator and WLM interface class diagram

capabilities (verbs). The MMBP entity is then, in Stage 2,
translated into the WLG entity where nouns are translated into
entity attributes and verbs into behaviours. The MMBP entity
is also extended to include the behaviour specific to workload
generation. An interface between the WLM and generic TM is a
component of the WLM necessary for the ensuring the WLM is
modular and extensible. In Stage 3, the generalised traffic model
behaviour is identified and related to the WLG behaviour in
order to define the WLM interface. The various TGs need only
inherit from the traffic Model entity and overwrite the desired
methods to be included in the WLG.

C. Implementation
The Figure 6 show the class diagram of the MMBP WLM
Generator and WLM interface. The code is given in Appendix B
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III. T RAFFIC M ODELS AND G ENERATORS FOR I NTERNET
T RAFFIC
The internet traffic types, and their respective TM and TG,
we have chosen are the following:
1) Web browsing using the HTML protocol.
2) VoIP using UDP.
3) Real Time Video Streaming
4) Peer to Peer (P2P) traffic. In particular, for the P2P
applications,
– BitTorrent and
– Gnutella
are predominant.
In the following sections we briefly describe each type with
regard to packet inter arrival time (IAT), packet size and the
corresponding traffic generators.
A. HTML
Many studies such as those by Lourens [21] or Frost [10]
of internet traffic exist. Walter Lourens [21], following Staehle
et al [9] derived a workload model of traffic generated by an
individual browsing the web. Lourens measured internet traffic
over a wire-line network and fitted various distributions to the
measured data. In particular, the inter-arrival time (IAT) and
packet size distributions in both up-link (UL) and down-link
(DL) directions.
The distribution for the HTML workload model that we have
employed to realize the HTML TM Generator is reported in
Table I and in Table II.
B. VoIP
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a no an established
technology. When modeling voice traffic, it is important to
understand the speech process between two parties. There are
two relevant events or state that are important to model voice
traffic:
– talk-spurt and
– silence.
We can think of voice traffic generated by using a two state
process. In other words a user alternates between a period of
talk-spurt and a period of silence (listening). For simplicity, we
indicate talk-spurt period with “ON period” and silence period
with “OFF period” as illustrated in Figure 7.
Chuah [6] derived a workload model of traffic generated by
Voice over IP. The ON period and OFF period are exponentially
distributed with average duration with α1 and β1 , respectively. We
set α1 and β1 to be 1.004 seconds and 1.587 seconds, respectively
Why? Where do these values come from? [16]?
Is important to understand that the exponential distribution
is used to model the total “duration” of each period. In order
to model the IAT and packet size processes, in the ON Period,
fixed-size packets are generated at a constant interval since VoIP
is Constant Bit Rate (CBR) process so the IAT is deterministic
and constant. No packets are transmitted in the OFF Period.
The size of the packets is again deterministic and depends on
the corresponding voice codec.
Traditionally voice is Pulse Code Modulated (PCM). We use
a PCM codec to generate Inter-Arrival Time and Packets Size

Fig. 7.

Two-state process to modeling voice traffic

for our VoIP TM Generator. With a PCM codec the deterministic
IAT is equal to 20 milliseconds [16]. Simultaneously the packet
size is equal to 200 bytes [6] with 12 bytes for the RTP header,
an 8 byte UDP header, a 20 bytes IP header and 160 bytes of
data. The VoIP workload model that we employ for the VoIP
TM Generator is reported in Table III.
C. Real Time Video Streaming
Real Time Video Streaming (rtVideo) applications include elearning, video conferencing, Video-on-Demand etc. The main
goal of streaming is that the data should arrive and play out
continuously without interruption. However, this is constrained
by fluctuations in network conditions. In order to minimize
this, an adaptive streaming server keeps track of the network
conditions and adapts the quality of the stream to minimize
interruptions [8].
The process of creating rtVideo is to:
1) Capture the video content.
2) Digitize and edit the video file.
3) Encode the streaming video.
4) Deliver the streaming video.
Video traffic on the internet uses many types of Codec to
encode the streaming video. There are two methods of encoding:
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR). CBR
is used by applications that require a fixed data rate that
is continuously available during the connection lifetime and
with a relatively tight upper bound on transfer delay. CBR is
commonly used for uncompressed audio and video data. Also
CBR encoding is designed to work optimally in a variety of
streaming scenarios. It is possible to constrict the bit rate to
guarantee consistent playback across a wide range of systems.
The bit rate remains fairly constant and close to the target bit
rate over the lifetime of the rtVideo stream.
VBR encoding is designed to work optimally in high bandwidth scenarios and is especially suited for encoding content that
is a mixture of simple and complex data. The encoder allocates
fewer bits to the simple parts of the content, leaving enough
bits available to produce good quality for the more complex
portions.
In [17] a rtVideo is modeled as a VBR characterized by a
Pareto distribution. The size of a video-packet also follows a
Pareto distribution. The distributions of the rtVideo workload
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Model Parameter
Web Client Request IAT

Distribution
Weibull

Parameters
γ=0.371 α= 315778.506

TABLE I
HTML IAT WORKLOAD DISTRIBUTIONS

Model Parameter
Non-cached Web Client Response Size
Web Client Request Size

Distribution
Lognormal
Lognormal

Parameters
ζ= 7.401 σ=1.405
ζ= 5.883 σ=0.331

TABLE II
HTML PACKET S IZE WORKLOAD MODEL

Distribution
IAT
Packet Size

ON Period
Exponential
β=1sec
deterministic, 20ms
deterministic, 200 bytes

OFF Period
Exponential
β=0.6sec
0
0

TABLE III
VO IP WORKLOAD MODEL ASSUMING PCM CODEC

Component
IAT
Packet Size

Distribution
Truncated Pareto
Truncated Pareto

Parameters
α = 1.2, K = 2.5 ms, mean = 6 ms, maximum = 12.5 ms
α = 1.2, K = 40 bytes, mean = 100 bytes, maximum = 250 bytes

TABLE IV
R EAL T IME V IDEO S TREAMING )( RT V IDEO ) WORKLOAD MODEL

model that we have chosen are listed in Table IV derived
from [17] and [23]:
D. Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Peer-to-peer (P2P) is a communications architecture in which
each party, or peer, has the same capabilities and either party
can initiate a communication session. In [3] a P2P network is
defined as a network of computers configured to allow particular
files and folders to be shared with everyone or with selected
users. All versions of Windows, Mac and Linux can function as
a peer in a P2P network and allow their files to be shared. Files
are shared directly between systems on the network without
the need for a central server. In other words, each computer
on a P2P network becomes a file server as well as a client.
P2P describe applications in which users can use the Internet to
exchange files with each other directly or through a mediating
server. The only requirements for a computer to join a P2P
network are an Internet connection and P2P software.
A major influence on the development of the internet, after the
emergence of the World Wide Web, was the appearance of the
P2P applications, such as Napster[12], Kazaa[7], Gnutella[1],
BitTorrent[2], and so on and many measurement studies have
been done such as, for example, by Saroiu et al [18].
An internet traffic study[14] by the German company,
IPOQUE, determined that BitTorrent and Gnutella are the two
dominant P2P applications. Hence we have chosen measurement
of these two applications as representative as representative of
P2P traffic on the internet.
In the following sections we discuss each of these applications
and the packet level model we use in the WLM.
1) BitTorrent: BitTorrent, defined in [4], is a P2P application
where users download from other users and do not use a cen-

tralized directory as in the original Napster service. BitTorrent
also makes every downloading user an uploading user. It was
released in the summer of 2001.
The term “BitTorrent” refers to the small metadata file the
user receives upon clicking on a download link on a website
(a file that ends in .torrent). Metadata here means that the
file contains information about the data to be downloaded, not
the data itself. Instead of downloading the entire file, BitTorrent
breaks it into chunks and distributes these among several participating users. When a user downloads a “torrent”, it also uploads
it to another user. BitTorrent ensures every user participates
in uploading. Figure 8 illustrates a BitTorrent application. The
traffic distributions for the P2P BitTorrent workload model that
we have employed for the BitTorrent TM generator are listed
in Table V from [11]:
2) Gnutella: Gnutella[1] is a decentralized P2P application
first released in 2000. Using a Gnutella client, a user can search,
download and upload files from anywhere on the internet. The
initial list of hosts is usually obtained from a transitory Web
lookup. A peer broadcasts a Ping message to find the active
hosts forming the initial network. Those hosts are neighbours
and the actual query is broadcast to the neighbouring hosts.
The neighbouring peer sends the query to its own neighbours
again, even when it itself has the target file. All the messages
are forwarded to neighbours within the limited number of hops
defined by the Time to Live (TTL) in the message header. If
the desired files were found, the servant sends back the matched
result set to the neighbour through which it received the query.
Figure 9 illustrates the Gnutella application.
The distributions for P2P Gnutella workload model that we
have employed for the P2P Gnutella TM Generator are given
in Table VI from [11].
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Component
IAT
Packet size

Distribution
Deterministic

Parameters
0
128 bytes

TABLE V
P2P B IT T ORRENT WORKLOAD MODEL

Traffic Type
HTML Downlink
HTML Uplink
VoIP ON Period
VoIP OFF Period
rtVideo Streaming
P2P BitTorrent
P2P Gnutella

IAT distribution/parameter values
Weibull, γ = 0.371 σ = 1.405
Weibull, γ = 0.371 σ = 1.405
Deterministics, 20 milisecond
None
Truncated Pareto α = 1.2, K = 2.5ms, Mean = 6 ms
Maximum = 12.5 ms
None
None

packet size distribution/parameters
Lognormal ζ = 5.884 σ = 0.331
Lognormal ζ = 7.401 σ = 1.405
Deterministic, 200 bytes
None
Truncated Pareto, α = 1.2 K = 40 bytes, Mean = 100
Maximum = 250 bytes
Deterministic, 128 bytes
Deterministic, 528 bytes

TABLE VII
T RAFFIC T YPES WORKLOAD MODELS

Component
IAT
Packet Size

Distribution
None
Deterministic

Parameters
0
fixed 528 bytes

TABLE VI
P2P G NUTELLA WORKLOAD MODEL

or TGs.
IV. T RAFFIC M ODEL
The Traffic Model (cf. Figure 5) is that component of the
WLM that presents the individual Traffic Generators to the
MMBP. I am not sure what you wanted to say here Sonia.
In Section III we described the distributions for the IAT and
size of packets for each traffic type chosen for our WLM. In the
following sections we explain the design and implementation we
have chosen.
Fig. 8.

The P2P BitTorrent application

A. HTML TG design and implementation
For the HTML TG we distinguish between Uplink and
Downlink traffic since the traffic characteristics are different
for each. In order to decide whether the TG is in the Uplink
state or the Downlink state we generate a random variable that
reflects the amount of average amount of traffic respectively in
the uplink and the downlink.
Figure 10 show the HTML TM Generator Design, the distributions chosen and the parameter values we use for each
distribution.You have to be consistent. In this figure you give
the parameter values of the distributions. In what follows you do
not. Even if the value is constant, give the value. The Figure 11
shows the class diagram of the HTML TM Generator. The code
is listed in Appendix C.

Fig. 9.

The Gnutella application

E. Summary
Finally, Table VII lists the distributions and their corresponding parameters for the Packet Level Model of the traffic types,

B. VoIP design and implementation
As is commonly done, we assume the TG to be in either
an OFF state (silent) or an ON state. A VoIP session begins
with an ON period which (cf Section III) is modeled by an
exponential distribution with mean α = 1 second. During ON
Period the IATs are deterministic and with a PCM codec equals
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The Figure 12 show how we have represented our VoIP TM
Generator. Figure 13 illustrates the class diagram of the VoIP

Fig. 12.

VoIP TM Generator

TM Generator. The code is given in Appendix C.

Fig. 10.

HTML TM Generator

Fig. 13.

VoIP TM Class Diagram

C. rtVideo design and implementation
The rtVideo TM Generator is characterized by a Pareto
distribution and can incorporate any codec for the generation of
video traffic. The IAT is measured in milliseconds and packet
size is measured in bytes. Figure 14 illustrates the Real Time
Video Streaming TM Generator Design. Figure 15 shows the
class diagram of the HTML TM Generator. The code is given
in Appendix C.
D. P2P BitTorrent and Gnutella design and implementation

Fig. 11.

HTML TG Class Diagram

20 milliseconds. The Packet Size is also constant and equal to
200 bytes with a PCM codec.
In the OFF Period we have the duration modeled by exponential distribution with mean 0.6 seconds. There is no traffic
during this period.

P2P traffic constitutes by far the most traffic on the internet.
So much so that some commentators have predicted that the
internet will soon collapse under the volume of traffic. Different
from normal HTML, data or video traffic, response times are
virtually irrelevant and transactions can last days. On the scale
of normal traffic the application IAT is huge and there is almost
always bits of file to be transferred. In other words, the mean
IAT is chosen to be zero while the packet size is fixed as shown
in the figures.
Figure 16 show the P2P BitTorrent TM Generator Design.
Figure 17 report the class diagram of the P2P BitTorrent TM
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Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Real Time Video Streaming TM Class Diagram

Generator. The code is given in Appendix C. Figure 19 shows
the class diagram of the P2P Gnutella TM Generator. The code
is listed in Appendix C.
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Fig. 20.

WLM Class Diagram

A PPENDIX A
WLM C LASS D IAGRAM
Figure 20 illustrates the WLM Class Diagram.
A PPENDIX B
MMBP G ENERATOR , WLM INTERFACE AND MMBP TEST SOURCE CODE
MMBPGenerator.java
import java.util.Random;
public class MMBPGenerator
{
//attributes
Random rand;
int N;//array dimension
TrafficModel states[];//array of traffic (types) model
double tpm[][];
int presentState;
int startState;
//constructor
public MMBPGenerator(TrafficModel states[], double tpm[][], int startState, int seed)
{
this.states = states;
this.tpm = tpm;
this.startState = startState;
this.presentState = this.startState;
this.rand = new Random(seed);
N = this.states.length;//set the array dimension
}
//this method set the current state with the initial state
void initialize()
{
presentState = startState;
}
//this method calculate the next state where we arrive depending on the transition probability matrix
int changeState()
{
double num_rand = rand.nextDouble();
int nextState=0;
double compound=0.0;
for(int i=0; i<N; i++)
{
if( num_rand < (tpm[presentState][i] + compound) )
{
nextState = i;
break;
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}
compound= compound + tpm[presentState][i];
}
presentState = nextState;
return (presentState);
}
//This method permit to User(Simulator) to ask for generating the next IAT
double nextIAT()
{
return states[presentState].nextIAT();
}
//This method permit to User(Simulator) to ask for generating the next Packet Size
double nextPacketSize()
{
return states[presentState].nextPacketSize();
}
//This method permit to User(Simulator) to ask for generating the next Traffic Type
int nextTrafficType()
{
return states[presentState].nextTrafficType();
}

//main method
public static void main(String args[])
{
int randomSeed=5;
TrafficModel states[] = {new TrafficModel(), new TrafficModel()};
double tpm[][] = {{0.3, 0.7},{0.8, 0.2}};// transition probability matrix
int startState = 0; //initial state
MMBPGenerator prova = new MMBPGenerator(states, tpm, startState, randomSeed); //Object
prova.initialize();
int samples = 10000000;
int value[] = {0, 0};
for(int i=0; i<samples; i++)
{
int ris = prova.changeState();
value[ris]++;
}
System.out.println("number of 0 = "+value[0]);
System.out.println("number of 1 = "+value[1]);
//calculate "pi"
double pi1 = ((double)value[0]/samples);
double pi2 = ((double)value[1]/samples);
System.out.println("pi1 = "+pi1);
System.out.println("pi2 = "+pi2);
//check pi
double check_pi = (pi1 + pi2);
System.out.println("somma pi= "+check_pi);
}
}

WLM Interface.java
/*
Thanks to this interface anyone can use the workload model and can obtain packet informations that are:
Inter Arrival Time, Packet Size and Traffic Type.
*/
public interface WLM_Interface
{
double nextIAT();//this method gives the Inter Arrival Times packets
double nextPacketSize();//this method gives the packets size
int nextTrafficType();//this method gives the traffic type (i.e. HTML, P2P, ectera)
}

PiCalculator.java
/*
* This progam determines [pi] in [pi]P=[pi] for some hard-coded transition probability matrix P
*/
public class PiCalculator
{
public static void main(String [] args)
{
// the transition probability matrix P
double tpm[][] = {{0.3,0.7},{0.8,0.2}};
// initial pi, i.e. pi_0
double pi_0[] = {0.5,0.5};
System.out.println("pi_" + 0 + " = { " + pi_0[0] + ", " + pi_0[1] + "}");
double pi_next[] = {0.0,0.0};
// previous is used so that next updates properly, without overriding values before used in calculations
double pi_previous [] = {pi_0[0],pi_0[1]};
// the number of iterations to observe convergence
int iterations = 60;
for (int i = 1; i <= iterations; i ++)
{
// calculate the next pi from the previous pi
pi_next [0] = (pi_previous[0]*tpm[0][0] + pi_previous[1]*tpm[1][0]);
pi_next [1] = (pi_previous[0]*tpm[0][1] + pi_previous[1]*tpm[1][1]);
// output
System.out.println("pi_" + i + " = { " + pi_next[0] + ", " + pi_next[1] + "}");
// update the previous to be the currently calculated pi
pi_previous[0] = pi_next [0];
pi_previous [1] = pi_next [1];
}
}
}
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A PPENDIX C
I NTERNET T RAFFIC T YPE S OURCE CODE
TrafficModel.java
/*This class implements the WLM_Interface to obtain effectively packet informations*/
public class TrafficModel implements WLM_Interface
{
public double nextIAT()
{
return 0.0;
}
public double nextPacketSize()
{
return 0.0;
}
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 0;
}
}

HTML TT.java
/*
* This class implements the HTML Traffic Types
*
* */

import java.util.Random;
public class HTML_TT extends TrafficModel
{
Random rand_iat;//Object Random for IAT
Random rand_packsize;//Object Random for Packet Size
Random uLdL;//Object Random for Uplink or Downlink
double uLdL_rand;//random varible that determine if work in DL or UL
double prob_UL;//variable to determine DL or UL
//parameters
double gamma_IAT_DL, alfa_IAT_DL, gamma_IAT_UL, alfa_IAT_UL;
double psi_PackSize_DL, sigma_PackSize_DL, psi_PackSize_UL, sigma_PackSize_UL;
//constructor define the parameter list
public HTML_TT(int seed_iat, int seed_packsize, int seed_uLdL, double prob_UL, double gamma_IAT_DL,
double alfa_IAT_DL, double gamma_IAT_UL, double alfa_IAT_UL, double psi_PackSize_DL,
double sigma_PackSize_DL, double psi_PackSize_UL, double sigma_PackSize_UL)
{
rand_iat = new Random(seed_iat);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for IAT
rand_packsize = new Random(seed_packsize);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for Packet Size
uLdL = new Random(seed_uLdL);////parameter into the brackets is the seed for Uplink or Downlink
this.prob_UL = prob_UL;
this.gamma_IAT_DL = gamma_IAT_DL;//weibull’s gamma parameter (shape)
this.alfa_IAT_DL = alfa_IAT_DL;//weibull’s alpha parameter (scale)
this.gamma_IAT_UL = gamma_IAT_UL;//weibull’s gamma parameter (shape)
this.alfa_IAT_UL = alfa_IAT_UL;//weibull’s alpha parameter (scale)
this.psi_PackSize_DL = psi_PackSize_DL;//lognormal’s psi parameter (mean)
this.sigma_PackSize_DL = sigma_PackSize_DL;//lognormal’s sigma parameter (standard deviation)
this.psi_PackSize_UL = psi_PackSize_UL;//lognormal’s psi parameter (mean)
this.sigma_PackSize_UL = sigma_PackSize_UL;//lognormal’s sigma parameter (standard deviation)
uLdL_rand=0;
}
/*Method to obtain the next IAT.
* Is important to call before this method and then the method nextPacketSize()
* */
public double nextIAT()
{
uLdL_rand = uLdL.nextDouble();
if(uLdL_rand >= prob_UL ){//DL if uLdL_rand>=0.5 (Downlink)
double U = rand_iat.nextDouble();//Uniform distribution
//inverse of weibull distribution (DL: Web Client Request IAT)
return alfa_IAT_DL * Math.pow(-1*Math.log(U), (1/gamma_IAT_DL));//return random variable
}
else{//UL (The same of DL because if I do 100 request (UL) to Internet, I receive 100 response (DL))
double U = rand_iat.nextDouble();//Uniform distribution
//inverse of weibull distribution (UL: Web Client Request IAT)
return alfa_IAT_UL * Math.pow(-1*Math.log(U), (1/gamma_IAT_UL));//return random variable
}
}
/*Method to obtain the next Packet Size.*/
public double nextPacketSize()
{
if(uLdL_rand >= prob_UL ){//DL (Downlink)
//Normal distribution
double normal_dist = 0.0;
double var_rand;
for(int i=0; i<12; i++){
var_rand = rand_packsize.nextDouble();//random variable
normal_dist = normal_dist + var_rand;
var_rand=0.0;
}
normal_dist = normal_dist - 6;
//inverse of lognormal ditribution (DL: Non-cached Web Client Response Size)
return psi_PackSize_DL * Math.exp(sigma_PackSize_DL * normal_dist);
}
else{//UL (Uplink)
//Normal distribution
double normal_dist = 0.0;
double var_rand;
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for(int i=0; i<12; i++){
var_rand = rand_packsize.nextDouble();//random variable
normal_dist = normal_dist + var_rand;
var_rand=0.0;
}
normal_dist = normal_dist - 6;
//inverse of lognormal ditribution (UL: Web Client Request Size)
return psi_PackSize_UL * Math.exp(sigma_PackSize_UL * normal_dist);
}
}
/*Method to obtain the next Traffic Type.*/
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 0;//the value 0 identified the HTML Traffic Type
}

public static void main(String[] args)
{
HTML_TT gen = new HTML_TT(3, 3333, 7, 0.5, 0.370912, 315778.506, 0.370912, 315778.506, 7.400775, 1.405093, 5.883715, 0.330966);
for(int i=0; i<10000; i++){
gen.nextIAT();
gen.nextPacketSize();
}
}
}

VoIP TT.java
/*
* This class implements the VoIP Traffic Types
*
* */
import java.util.Random;
public class VoIP_TT extends TrafficModel
{
Random rand_iat_ON;//Object Random for IAT in ON period
Random rand_iat_OFF;//Object Random for IAT in OFF period
//parameter
double alfa_IAT_OFF;
double beta_IAT_ON;
double packSize;
double codec_IAT; //interarrival time with pcm codec in millisecond in this case
int counter_packet;//counter of the packets sends during ON period
double offStateDuration = 0.0;
public VoIP_TT(int seed_iat_ON, int seed_iat_OFF, double codec_IAT, double alfa_IAT_OFF, double beta_IAT_ON, double packSize)
{
rand_iat_ON = new Random(seed_iat_ON);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for IAT in ON period
rand_iat_OFF = new Random(seed_iat_OFF);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for IAT in OFF period
this.alfa_IAT_OFF = alfa_IAT_OFF;
this.beta_IAT_ON = beta_IAT_ON;
this.packSize = packSize;
this.codec_IAT = codec_IAT;
//we assume that the comunication start with an ON period, so we call reset method
this.reset();
}

private void reset()
{
double X_ON = rand_iat_ON.nextDouble();//random variable
double tStateON = beta_IAT_ON*Math.exp(-1*(beta_IAT_ON*X_ON));//duration time in ON period modelled with exponential ditribution
counter_packet = (int)(tStateON / codec_IAT);//number of packets sends during ON period
System.out.println(counter_packet);
}
/*Method to obtain the next IAT.
* Is important to call before this method and then the method nextPacketSize()
* */
public double nextIAT()
{
if(counter_packet > 0)//ON period
{
counter_packet--;//send one packet
return codec_IAT;//the user have the next IAT
}
else//OFF period
{
System.out.println("In off state");
double X_OFF = rand_iat_OFF.nextDouble();//random variable
double tStateOFF = alfa_IAT_OFF*Math.exp(-1*(alfa_IAT_OFF*X_OFF));//duration time in OFF period modelled with exponential ditribution
offStateDuration = tStateOFF;
//calcute ON period because after duration of OFF period will be an ON period and after the first packet send in ON period we will have the next IAT
this.reset();
counter_packet--;//send one packet
return (codec_IAT + offStateDuration);//the next IAT will be after the duration of the OFF period plus the first packet send in the ON period
}
}
/*Method to obtain the next Packet Size.*/
public double nextPacketSize()
{
%\bibliographystyle{IEEE}
\bibliography{myrefs}
return packSize;//fixed-size packet with PCM codec 200 bytes = 12 byte RTP header + 8 byte UDP header + 20 byte IP header + 160 byte data
}
/*Method to obtain the next Traffic Type.*/
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 1;//the value 1 identified the VoIP Traffic Type
}
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public static void main(String[] args)
{
VoIP_TT gen = new VoIP_TT(30, 289, 0.020, 0.6, 1.00, 200.0);
double time =0;
for(int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
{
System.out.println(time);
double next = gen.nextIAT();
time += next;
}
}
}

RealTimeVideoStreaming TT.java
/*
* This class implements the Real Time Video Streaming Traffic Types
*
* */
import java.util.Random;
public class RealTimeVideoStreaming_TT extends TrafficModel
{
Random rand_iat;//Object Random for IAT
Random rand_packsize;//Object Random for the Packet Size
//parameter
double K_IAT;
double alfa_IAT;
double m_IAT;
double K_packetSize;
double alfa_packetSize;
double m_packetSize;

public RealTimeVideoStreaming_TT(int seed_iat, int seed_packsize, double K_IAT, double alfa_IAT, double m_IAT, double K_packetSize, double alfa_packetSize, double m_packetSize)
{
rand_iat = new Random(seed_iat);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for IAT
rand_packsize = new Random(seed_packsize);//parameter into the brackets is the seed for Packet Size
this.K_IAT = K_IAT;
this.alfa_IAT = alfa_IAT;
this.m_IAT = m_IAT;
this.K_packetSize = K_packetSize;
this.alfa_packetSize = alfa_packetSize;
this.m_packetSize = m_packetSize;
}
/*Method to obtain the next IAT.
* Is important to call before this method and then the method nextPacketSize()
* */
public double nextIAT()
{
double U = rand_iat.nextDouble();//Uniform distribution
//inverse of Truncated Pareto CDF
System.out.println("IAT: "+ K_IAT / Math.pow((1 - (U * (1 - Math.pow(K_IAT/m_IAT, alfa_IAT)))), 1/alfa_IAT));
return K_IAT / Math.pow((1 - (U * (1 - Math.pow(K_IAT/m_IAT, alfa_IAT)))), 1/alfa_IAT);
}
/*Method to obtain the next Packet Size.*/
public double nextPacketSize()
{
double U = rand_iat.nextDouble();//Uniform distribution
//inverse of Truncated Pareto CDF
System.out.println("PS: "+ K_packetSize / Math.pow((1 - (U * (1 - Math.pow(K_IAT/m_packetSize, alfa_packetSize)))), 1/alfa_packetSize));
return K_packetSize / Math.pow((1 - (U * (1 - Math.pow(K_IAT/m_packetSize, alfa_packetSize)))), 1/alfa_packetSize);
}
/*Method to obtain the next Traffic Type.*/
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 2;//the value 2 identified the Real Time Video Streaming Traffic Type
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
RealTimeVideoStreaming_TT gen = new RealTimeVideoStreaming_TT(16, 5000, 0.0025, 1.2, 0.0125, 40, 1.2, 250);
for(int i=0; i<10000; i++){
gen.nextIAT();
gen.nextPacketSize();
}
}
}

P2P BitTorrent.java
/*
* This class implements the BitTorrent Traffic Types belonging to P2P Traffic
*
* */
public class P2P_BitTorrent extends TrafficModel
{
//parameter
double packetSize;
//constructor
public P2P_BitTorrent(double packetSize)
{
this.packetSize = packetSize;
}
/*Method to obtain the next IAT.
* Is important to call before this method and then the method nextPacketSize()
* */
public double nextIAT()
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{
return 0.0;/* with P2P traffic we haven’t a distribution for Inter Arrival Time at packet level,
for this reason we model IAT equal to zero that meaning that in
entry in a P2P’s MMBP state is sure that there are IAT and we can assume that
are endless so we have decide to model this with zero value*/
}
/*Method to obtain the next Packet Size.*/
public double nextPacketSize()
{
//Deterministic distribution
System.out.println("PS: "+packetSize);
return packetSize;
}
/*Method to obtain the next Traffic Type.*/
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 3;//the value 3 identified the BitTorrent Traffic Type
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
P2P_BitTorrent gen = new P2P_BitTorrent(128);//128 byte is the size of BitTorrent packet
gen.nextPacketSize();
}
}

P2P Gnutella.java
/*
* This class implements the Gnutella Traffic Types belonging to P2P Traffic
*
* */
public class P2P_Gnutella extends TrafficModel
{
//parameter
double packetSize;
//constructor
public P2P_Gnutella(double packetSize)
{
this.packetSize = packetSize;
}
/*Method to obtain the next IAT.
* Is important to call before this method and then the method nextPacketSize()
* */
public double nextIAT()
{
return 0.0;/* with P2P traffic we haven’t a distribution for Inter Arrival Time at packet level,
for this reason we model IAT equal to zero that meaning that in
entry in a P2P’s MMBP state is sure that there are IAT and we can assume that
are endless so we have decide to model this with zero value*/
}
/*Method to obtain the next Packet Size.*/
public double nextPacketSize()
{
//Deterministic distribution
System.out.println("PS: "+packetSize);
return packetSize;
}
/*Method to obtain the next Traffic Type.*/
public int nextTrafficType()
{
return 4;//the value 4 identified the Gnutella Traffic Type
}
public static void main(String[] args)
{
P2P_Gnutella gen = new P2P_Gnutella(528);//528 byte is the size of BitTorrent packet
gen.nextPacketSize();
}
}

